W-and Y-cells in the C layers of the cat's lateral geniculate nucleus: normal properties and effects of monocular deprivation.
1. Previous studies have shown that rearing with monocular visual deprivation (MD) produces a loss of Y-cells and a reduction in spatial resolution among X-cells in layers A and A1 of the cat's dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN). However, there have been no studies of the effects of visual deprivation on the function of the retinogeniculate W-cell pathway, which terminates in the C layers of the dLGN. It also is not known if Y-cells in the C layers are affected by MD in the same way as Y-cells in the A layers. These questions were addressed by the present experiment. 2. Single-cell recordings were made from the C layers of 5 normal adult cats (112 cells) and from the nondeprived (94 cells) and deprived (95 cells) C layers in 10 cats monocularly deprived by lid suture for 3-7 yr. The cells were classified as X, Y, or W on the basis of their receptive-field properties and responses to electrical stimulation of the optic chiasm. In addition, quantitative measures were made of responses to sine-wave gratings of different spatial frequencies. 3. Receptive-field organization, receptive-field center size, spatial and temporal linearity to counterphased sine-wave gratings, and latency to optic chiasm stimulation were similar for C-layer cells in normal cats and in the deprived and nondeprived layers of MD cats. On the basis of these properties, 23% of normal layer-C cells were classified as Y-cells and 72% were classified as W-cells. The Y-cells tended to be located in the magnocellular division of layer C and most (though not all) W-cells were in the parvocellular division. Normal layers C1 and C2 contained almost exclusively W cells. The incidence of Y and W cells was similar to normal in the nondeprived and deprived C-layers of MD cats. 4. In normal cats, W cells typically had the lowest amplitude first-harmonic (F1) response rates to drifting sine-wave gratings. However, many W cells gave quite brisk responses and, overall, there was no significant difference between F1 response amplitudes of Y and W cells. Response amplitudes of Y- and W-cells in the deprived and nondeprived C-layers of MD cats were not significantly different from normal. 5. Normal Y- and W-cells tended to have low optimal spatial frequencies (0.2 c/deg or lower) and spatial resolutions (generally 0.4-1.6 c/deg) to drifting sine-wave gratings.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)